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The "Operation Frog Effect" 
Mix and match Challenge

Step 1)    Select a scene from "Operation Frog Effect".

Step 2)   Re-write that scene using a different format

               and/or using a different character ’s Point of View

 PICK A FORMAT /
STYLE

 Below are some  examples
 used in the book:

                    -graphic novel
                    -poem
                    -letter
                    -movie script
                    . . . or think of a new one!

 
Be creative!

  PICK A SCENE  
from the story that you would like to
retell from a different character's
Point of View or in a different
writing style.

 
 
 
 
 

Interior Art by the frog-tastic Gina Perry

   
 
 Tip: Use this form to brainstorm your

scene, your character, and your
format. Do your actual writing /
illustrating on a separate piece of
paper.
 
     Try telling the same scene in 
     more  than one format or
     more than one  POV. 
     What will you come up with?
 
Have fun with this!
 
For more ideas, check out the author's
website at www.sarahlynnbooks.com

 Reflect : What new complications arise when you take on the perspective of a different character?

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

  PICK ONE MAIN

CHARACTER
(you will write from this character's

perspective)

 

-Ms. Graham   -Blake

-Emily              -Kayley

-Sharon           -Henry

-Kai                  -Cecilia

-Aviva             -Kermit (frog)



Use this space or a separate piece of paper to complete your challenge!

NAME

DATE

TEACHER

THE 
"OPERATION 
FROG EFFECT" 
MIX AND MATCH
CHALLENGE!



NAME:
 
_______________________________

My  

Mix and Match 

 Graphic Novel

Scene
 
 

Use this space or a separate piece of paper to complete your challenge!

         The "Operation Frog Effect" Mix and Match Challenge!



Notes for educators
regarding the

"Operation Frog Effect"
 Mix and Match

Challenge

Twitter:        @sarahscheerger
Facebook:    @sarahlynnscheergerbooks
Website:        www.sarahlynnbooks.com
 
If you need to contact me, my website is the
most efficient way to do so.

Please feel free to modify this "challenge" to meet the
needs of your students.
 
I have reproducible classroom activities and
worksheets with social emotional learning
opportunities on my website. There are links to clips
from the audio book, which may be useful for teaching
the concept of "voice".
 
                      www.sarahlynnbooks.com 

If you'd like to share your students' work with me, feel
free to post it and tag me on twitter or my author
facebook page.  You can hide any identifying student
info to protect privacy. 


